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“Still there was this difference: that when he was thinking 
about that worldly stuff he would take much delight, but 
when he left it aside after getting tired, he felt dry and
discontented. 

But when about not eating except herbs, and about doing all
the other rigours he was seeing the saints had done, not only
used he to be joyful while in such thoughts, but he would
remain content and happy even after having left them aside. 

(The pilgrim’s story, nr 8)



But he wasn’t investigating this, nor stopping to ponder this
difference, until one time when his eyes were opened a little, 
and he began to marvel at this difference in kind

and to reflect on it, picking it up from experience that from
some thoughts he would be left sad and from others happy, 

and little by little coming to know the difference in kind of 
spirits that were stirring: the one from the devil, and the
other from God.

The pilgrim’s story



Discernment of the spirits

• Learning how to listen to the praying heart als
ultimate place where to find God’s voice
 No emocracy

 Rather pedagogy of reflection upon the experience

• Right relationship between heart , mind and will

Optimistic concept of man

• Faith in deepest desire
• Growth, a life long













In concrete terms



I. Before



I. Before

1. To atune the heart



I. Before

1. To atune the heart

2. To inquire



II. The discernment itself



II. The discernment itself

1. Leave outcome open

2. Joy as compass

3. Magis

4. Accompaniment



 Result unknown beforehand

INDIFFERENCE

 Presupposes:

inner freedom and availability -
trust – faith

Outcome open
Joy as compass

Magis

Accompaniment
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There are three things that even God 
doesn’t know: 

Excactly how many congregations 
of religious women there are; 

The amount of money that the 
Franciscans have stashed away;

What the Jesuits really think and 
what they are going to do next  



Joy, hope, peace, trust … = pointer

Fear, sadness, anger …  = dead end

Outcome open

Joy as compass
Magis

Accompaniment



In the heart of the Christian there is always joy. 
Always! …

Francis



More, deeper, ...

◆ Personal

◆ Depends on desire

◆ Leads towards the                   

other

Outcome is open 

Joy as compass

Magis
Accompaniment



Space  content

Guidance  direction

Church/community  ego-centered

Outcome is open

Joy as compass

Magis

Accompaniment









5th June 1552

… In the business of the hat I think it will be best if I give you some
account of the process of my feelings, as if I were examining my
soul for myself, for the greater glory of God. As soon as I was 
informed for certain that the Emperor had given your name, and
that the Pope was happy to make you a cardinal, I felt a kind of 
agreement or inspiration that I should prevent it as far as I could. 
At the same time however, as I was not certain about the divine
will – so many reasons occurred to me for and against.

… During this period of three days, there were times, as I turned
over the matter in my mind and debated it, when I felt some sort of 
fear and I lost that freedom of spirit to speak out and prevent the
business. “How do I know what God Our Lord wants me to do?” I 
thought, and I could not feel sure about preventing it. 



5th June 1552

But at other times, when I began the normal meditations, I could
feel these fears vanishing. I continued with this petition on several
occasions, occasionally feeling fear, and occasionally the opposite. 

At last, on the third day, I felt during the normal meditation, and
ever since constantly, that my mind was quite made up and that I 
was decided – in a way that was gentle and left me feeling quite
free – to impede the nomination to the best of my ability before
the Pope and the cardinals. If I did not act thus, I would be (and
indeed am) quite certain in myself that I would nog give a good
account of myself before God Our Lord, ...  





Examen

1. Thank you

2. Sorry

3. Please

The prayer for when I am at the dentist








